Introduction {#s1}
============

The utility of non-coding microsatellites, specifically in the 5′-untranslated and regulatory regions (URRs) of genes has been widely documented in diverse plant and mammalian genomes for various marker-based large-scale genotyping applications ([@CIT0036]; [@CIT0076]; [@CIT0022]; [@CIT0038]; [@CIT0063]; [@CIT0064]; [@CIT0052]; [@CIT0056]; [@CIT0056]; [@CIT0069]). The alterations of such microsatellite have implicated them in controlling transcription/translation functions. A number of studies in crop plants have already demonstrated the association of altered non-coding regulatory microsatellites in specific genes with traits of agronomic importance. This is clearly evident from the correlation of the varied lengths of (CT)~n~/(GA)~n~ microsatellite repeats in the 5ʹ-UTR (untranslated region) of the *waxy* gene with amylose content in rice ([@CIT0003]). Further, alterations of non-coding microsatellite repeats, such as (CT)~n~/(GA)~n~ and (CTT)~n~/(GAA)~n~, in the *cis-*regulatory element-binding regions (TCA-element and GAGA-binding factor) of genes controlling light and salicylic acid responses, respectively, in *Arabidopsis* and *Brassica* have been reported ([@CIT0056]). Early intra-/intergenomic phylogenetic footprinting studies that specifically investigated monocot and dicot plant genomes have indicated the presence of non-coding microsatellites in the functionally constrained regulatory sequence element regions and association of such microsatellite repeat motifs with evolutionarily conserved non-coding sequences (CNS) ([@CIT0084]; [@CIT0058]; [@CIT0050], [@CIT0051]; [@CIT0016]; [@CIT0065]; [@CIT0030]; [@CIT0077]; [@CIT0017]; [@CIT0082]; [@CIT0021]; [@CIT0004]). This suggests their utility as conserved non-coding microsatellite (CNMS) markers in defining gene regulatory functions and understanding non-coding regulatory sequence evolution in many crop plants ([@CIT0056]; [@CIT0069]). Considering the inherent genetic attributes of CNMS markers, the development of such informative markers by targeting the microsatellite repeat motifs in the known regulatory elements/functional transcription factor-binding sites (TFBS) from the non-coding upstream sequence components of protein-coding genes would be of practical significance. They could thus be effectively utilized for the rapid detection of marker--trait linkages and the dissection of qualitative and complex quantitative traits, such as yield and/or stress tolerance in the chickpea.

With the availability of structurally and functionally annotated protein-coding genes (27 571--28 269) from the recently released draft genome sequences of the *desi* and *kabuli* chickpea genotypes ([@CIT0041]; [@CIT0089]), it is now possible to mine diverse known regulatory elements/TFBS (such as GAGA8HVBKN3, RAV1AAT, CTRMCAMV35S, ANAERO2CONSENSUS, and GATABOX) from the URRs using available databases (\~500--1000 characterized regulatory elements/TFBS), including PLACE, PlantCARE, and TRANSFAC (<http://www.dna.affrc.go>.jp/PLACE, <http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html>; [@CIT0091]) in crop plants. Consequently, microsatellite repeat motifs from these regulatory elements/TFBS identified in genes can be targeted to develop large-scale genome-wide *in silico* CNMS markers. Currently, an integrated approach of gene expression profiling and genetic/quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping called 'genetical genomics/expression genetics' ([@CIT0043]; [@CIT0031]) has successfully delineated trait-specific functionally relevant gene targets rapidly from a larger set of differentially expressed known/candidate genes controlling various agronomic traits (yield and stress tolerance) in many crop plants. Alternatively, this approach is recognized as 'eQTL (expression QTL) mapping' in which the measured transcript levels in individuals that have undergone advanced generation mapping has been utilized to map the polymorphic genomic loci harbouring the QTLs that alter the expression/accumulation of specific transcripts ([@CIT0078]; [@CIT0028]). eQTL mapping largely helps to identify '*cis*' and '*trans*' eQTLs based on the linkage of polymorphic genomic loci that have been identified in the eQTLs with the physical positions of the measured gene-encoding transcripts. Moreover, this integrative approach is useful for dissecting the molecular basis of most quantitative traits and deciphering the complex gene/QTL regulatory networks controlling expression polymorphisms that underlie both simple and complex traits, including phosphate sensing, flowering time, and growth/development in crop plants ([@CIT0046]; [@CIT0078]; [@CIT0090]; [@CIT0015]; [@CIT0073]; [@CIT0011]; [@CIT0075]; [@CIT0083]; [@CIT0020]; [@CIT0008]; [@CIT0048]; [@CIT0049]; [@CIT0085]). Thus, the CNMS markers that regulate gene expression on the basis of variation in the microsatellite repeat length in the known functional regulatory elements/TFBS of these genes may be of great relevance for the targeted mapping of differentially expressed genes in the chickpea genome by combining transcript profiling in segregating mapping individuals with genetic/QTL mapping studies. This information would expedite the identification and mapping of genes in addition to eQTLs and their regulatory sequences that are specifically involved in the expression of complex quantitative agronomic traits. Moreover, the identification of gene-based CNMS markers on a genome-wide scale will serve as a cost-effective approach to facilitate the more widespread use of genetical genomics/eQTL mapping for the multifactorial dissection of the gene/QTL expression profile levels governing various genetic components of complex agronomic traits in the chickpea.

Therefore, the present study was undertaken to identify and characterize the CNMS repeat motifs from the 5ʹURRs of protein-coding chickpea genes on a genome-wide scale. The potential of these validated CNMS markers was evaluated for various applications, including the construction of physical and functional transcript maps and the elucidation of gene regulatory functions. The utility of these markers was further assessed to identify and map the novel potential regulatory elements and alleles in the candidate genes controlling the complex quantitative trait of 100-seed weight in the chickpea using an integrative genetical genomics approach (by combining differential expression profiling with QTL and eQTL mapping, selective genotyping, molecular haplotyping, and genetic association analyses) in natural and mapping populations.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Discovery, characterization, and physical mapping of genic CNMS markers in chickpea {#s3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The transcript FASTA sequences of two chickpea genotypes, ICCV2 (*kabuli*; 43389 transcripts, [@CIT0001]) and PI489777 (wild *Cicer reticulatum*; 37 265, [@CIT0001]), and 14 486 unigenes were retrieved from the Chickpea Transcriptome Database (CTDB) version 1.0 (<http://www.nipgr.res.in/ctdb.html>). The structural annotations for different coding and non-coding URR sequence components of these transcripts were performed using the NCBI ORF Finder (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gorf>), FGNESH ([www.softberry.com](www.softberry.com)), ORF Finder (<http://bioinformatics.org/sms/orf_find.html>), and UTRScan (<http://itbtools.ba.itb.cnr.it/utrscan>), respectively. Additionally, 1000bp FASTA sequences localized upstream from the annotated translation start site/initiation codon (ATG) of 28 269 and 27 571 protein-coding genes as predicted from the draft genome sequences of the chickpea *kabuli* (CDC Frontier; [@CIT0089]) and *desi* (ICC 4958; [@CIT0041]) genotypes, respectively, were batch downloaded. Likewise, 1000-bp upstream FASTA sequences were also acquired of 230 161 genes annotated from four legumes (*Medicago truncatula*, *Lotus japonicus*, *Cajanus cajan*, and *Glycine max*) and two non-legume sequenced dicot species (*Arabidopsis thaliana* and *Vitis venifera*) ([@CIT0001]; [@CIT0088]; <http://www.plantgdb.org>; <http://www.arabidopsis.org>). The sequences located upstream from the initiation codons of protein-coding genes for all seven dicot species, including the chickpea, were acquired taking into account their structural (orientation) annotation information across the chromosomal pseudomolecules of the sequenced genomes.

To reveal potential and robust CNS in the chickpea on a genome-wide scale, upstream gene sequences obtained from seven plant species were analysed using the alignment plot/dot plot method (seaweed algorithm; [@CIT0053]) of APPLES (<http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/systemsbiology/staff/ott/tools_and_software/apples>) as described by [@CIT0004] and [@CIT0074]. The CNS identified in the chickpea genes were further correlated/compared with 1865 previously documented CNS from 1643 *Arabidopsis* genes and 602 CNS from 554 orthologous genes of four dicot plants (*A. thaliana*, *Carica papaya*, *Populus trichocarpa*, and *V. vinifera*; [@CIT0004]). To derive the over-representation of the CNS for known regulatory elements/TFBS, the CNS from chickpea gene sequences were analysed with the intra-/intergenomic phylogenetic footprinting method of rVISTA ([@CIT0060]; <http://genome.lbl.gov/vista/rvista/submit.shtml>) with default parameters using known TFBS databases, such as TRANSFAC ([@CIT0091]), PLACE (<http://www.dna.affrc.go.jp/PLACE/>), and PlantCARE (<http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html/>) as references. The CNS identified in the chickpea genes were mined for microsatellites using MISA (Microsatellite; <http://pgrc.ipk-gatersleben.de/misa>). Those in which the localization of microsatellite repeat motifs corresponded to the positions of known regulatory elements/TFBS that are conserved in at least one of the orthologous/paralogous genes of the seven dicot species studied were defined as 'conserved non-coding microsatellites (CNMS)'. The unique forward and reverse primers with amplification product sizes of 100--300bp were designed from the sequences flanking these CNMS repeat motifs carrying regulatory elements using BatchPrimer3 (<http://probes.pw.usda.gov/batchprimer3>) and developed as gene-based CNMS markers ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The frequency distributions of the CNMS markers were determined on the basis of their localizations in average 100bp sequence intervals upstream from the initiation codons of chickpea genes. The CNMS markers in the genes were functionally annotated based on their correlations with known/predicted functional characteristics of TFBS/regulatory elements with which the microsatellite repeat motifs co-localized, and putative functions of the corresponding CNMS marker-associated genes were assigned. A gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis (biological process, molecular function, and cellular component) of CNMS marker-associated genes was performed using the BiNGO plugin of Cytoscape V2.6 ([@CIT0061]). The Benjamini and Hochberg false discovery rate correction was implemented for the GO enrichment significance test (*P*≤0.05). To ascertain the physical positions (bp) of the designed genic CNMS markers across the chromosomes, the non-coding upstream gene regulatory sequences flanking the CNMS repeat motifs were analysed according to the methods of [@CIT0054].

![Development of CNMS markers from the known regulatory elements/TFBS present in the sequences upstream of the translation initiation codons (ATG) of protein-coding chickpea genes. The forward and reverse primers designed from the sequences flanking the (GA)~n~ and (CT)~n~ CNMS repeat motifs carrying known GAGA8HVBKN3 and CTRMCAMV35S regulatory elements/TFBS of LOB**-** (A) and homeobox (B) domain protein-encoding TF genes, respectively, were used to develop CNMS markers in chickpea. (This figure is available in colour at *JXB* online.)](exbotj_eru478_f0001){#F1}

Validation of CNMS markers {#s4}
--------------------------

To access the amplification and polymorphic potential of the *in silico* designed genic CNMS markers, a total of 666 markers were PCR amplified using the genomic DNA of 24 *desi* and *kabuli* genotypes and one wild (*C. reticulatum*) genotype ([Supplementary Table S1](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) available at *JXB* online) and resolved through a gel-based assay and fluorescent dye-labelled automated fragment analyser following the methods of [@CIT0054]. The validated polymorphic CNMS markers distributed over the eight chickpea chromosomes were used to estimate their amplified allele numbers, percentage polymorphism, and polymorphism information content (PIC) using PowerMarker version 3.51 ([@CIT0059]).

Evaluation of CNMS marker-associated genes for differential expression {#s5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

A set of 256 informative CNMS marker-associated genes showing polymorphism among 25 chickpea genotypes were selected for the differential expression profiling. The total RNA isolated (Trizol; Invitrogen, USA) from the vegetative (root, shoot and leaf) and reproductive (flower bud and young pod) tissues and two different seed developmental stages \[early cell division phase occurring 10--20 days after podding (DAP) and late maturation phase occurring 21--30 DAP\] of three contrasting low and high/very high seed weight *desi* and *kabuli* genotypes, including ICCX-810800 (100-seed weight 11g), ICC 4958 (35g), and ICC 20268 (47g). These samples were used in the semi-quantitative and quantitative real-time PCR (RT-PCR) assays according to [@CIT0054]. A housekeeping gene, elongation factor 1-alpha (*EF1α*), suitable for consistent expression across diverse tissues and developmental stages of chickpea genotypes ([@CIT0026]) was utilized as the internal control in the RT-PCR assay. In quantitative RT-PCR, three independent biological replicates of each sample and two technical replicates of each biological replicate with no template and primer as control were included. The expression values across various tissues and seed developmental stages of genotypes were normalized against endogenous control *EF1α*. Significant differences in gene expression at two seed developmental stages of low and high seed weight genotypes as compared with leaf (considered as the reference calibrator and assigned as 1) was performed by least significant differene (LSD)-analysis of variance (ANOVA) significance test using SPSS 17.0 (<http://www.spss.com/statistics>). The differential expression data generated by the CNMS marker-associated gene-specific primers were compared and correlated to construct a heat map using the TIGR MultiExperiment Viewer (MeV; <http://www.tm4.org/mev.html>). Based upon this, the CNMS marker-associated genes showing differential, in addition to preferential and tissue-specific, expression in the diverse tissues and seed developmental stages of genotypes were identified.

To infer the molecular basis of the differential CNMS marker-associated gene expression, fragment length polymorphism based on the expansion/contraction of the CNMS repeat units in the regulatory elements/TFBS of the genes were correlated with their differential expression profiles. For this, the cDNA and genomic DNA fragments amplifying the total coding and non-coding 5ʹ upstream sequence components (1000bp) of the differentially expressed genes in ICCX-810800, ICC 4958, and ICC 20268 were purified, cloned, and sequenced in both the forward and reverse directions twice on a capillary-based Automated DNA Sequencer (Applied Biosystems, ABI 3730xl DNA Analyzer, Vernon Hills, IL, USA). The high-quality consensus sequences obtained for each CNMS marker-associated gene were aligned and compared among the three genotypes. The presence of predicted CNMS repeat motifs in the regulatory elements/TFBS of the genes and the correspondence of fragment length polymorphism based on CNMS repeat unit expansion/contraction with the differential expression profiling of each gene were inferred among the chickpea genotypes.

Transcript map construction and QTL mapping {#s6}
-------------------------------------------

To construct the genetic linkage (transcript) map, the genotyping data of a selected set of physically mapped gene-based CNMS markers showing polymorphism between two parental chickpea genotypes, ICC 4958 (100-seed weight 35g) and ICC 17163 (15g), and 190 segregating individuals of a F~7~ recombinant inbred line (RIL) mapping population (ICC 4958×ICC 17163), were analysed using the JoinMap 4.1 (<http://www.kyazma.nl/index.php/mc.JoinMap>) at an LOD (logarithm of odds) threshold of \>4.0 with the Kosambi function. The CNMS markers in each gene were assigned to their defined linkage groups (LGs) in accordance with their physical positions (bp) and groupings shared on the corresponding chromosomes as determined by the physical mapping analysis. The genetic linkage (transcript) map was constructed according to the centiMorgan (cM) map distances of the genic CNMS markers integrated on the chickpea LGs/chromosomes.

For the genetic/QTL mapping, 190 RIL mapping individuals (ICC 4958×ICC 17163) along with their parental genotypes were phenotyped in the field across two geographical locations in India with at least three replicates (following randomized complete block design) for three consecutive years. The 100-seed weight (g) was measured by estimating the average weight of 100 seeds with 10% moisture content. This was performed by selecting 10--12 representative plants from each RIL in addition to the parents at maturity. The frequency distribution, range, and ANOVA of 100-seed weight-specific phenotypic data of the RILs were analysed using SPSS 17.0. The QTL analysis was performed by integrating the genotyping data of gene-based CNMS markers mapped on the eight chickpea chromosomes with the 100-seed weight-specific phenotyping data of RIL mapping individuals and the parental genotypes. The single marker analysis and composite interval mapping functions of MapQTL 6 ([@CIT0087]) with a LOD threshold score \>3.0 at 1000 permutations was considered to be significant (*P*\<0.05) for the identification and mapping of the major CNMS marker-associated candidate genes/QTLs regulating the 100-seed weight in chickpea.

eQTL mapping, expression profiling, selective genotyping, molecular haplotyping, and trait association analysis {#s7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The relative expression levels of seed weight-regulating CNMS marker-associated genes at two seed developmental stages (10--20 DAP and 21--30 DAP, as described above) of each of the 190 individuals, including 30 low (100-seed weight 13.5--18g) and high (32--37.2g) seed weight homozygous RIL mapping individuals (ICC 4958×ICC 17163) along with the parental genotypes, were determined according to previously described methods. The differential expression-based genotyping and 100-seed weight-specific phenotyping data of RIL mapping individuals and genetic positions (cM) of CNMS markers mapped on eight chromosomes were analysed in the eQTL window interface module of QGene 4.3 ([@CIT0045]) to identify the effects and positions (cM) of the eQTLs controlling the relative expression levels of CNMS marker-associated genes for seed weight.

Additionally, the differential expression analysis of the identified seed weight-regulating CNMS marker-associated genes was performed at two seed developmental stages of 12 contrasting low (100 seed weight 5--13g) and high (31--41g)/very high (47--55g) seed weight *desi* and *kabuli* germplasm lines (ICCX-810800, ICC 2507, ICC 5845, ICC 1052, ICC 3761, ICC 4926, ICC 20268, ICC 19707, ICC 11883, ICC 20141, ICC 7410, and ICC 11301) that were selected from 300 global reference core germplasm collections of chickpea ([@CIT0086]). In addition to these, low and high/very high seed weight parental genotypes (ICC 4958 and ICC 17163) and 10 homozygous individuals of a RIL mapping population (ICC 4958×ICC 17163) were included for CNMS marker-associated gene expression profiling. To deduce the molecular basis of the differential gene expression patterns, the cDNA and genomic DNA fragments amplifying the entire coding and non-coding intronic, 3ʹ UTR, and 5ʹ upstream sequence (1000bp) components of the seed weight-governing CNMS marker-associated genes were cloned, sequenced, and compared among a selected set of 10 low and high seed weight homozygous RIL mapping individuals, parental genotypes, and 12 contrasting germplasm lines using the methods described above.

These high-quality gene sequences generated were further aligned with the corresponding genomic sequences (pseudomolecules) of two low seed weight *desi* (ICC 4958 and ICC 4951; [@CIT0041]), two very high seed weight *kabuli* (CDC Frontier and ICCV2; [@CIT0089]; [@CIT0041]), and one low seed weight wild (PI 489777; [@CIT0041]) genotype. All of the CNMS and SNP marker genotyping information obtained from these seed weight-regulating genes based on cloned amplicon sequencing and *in silico* comparative sequence analyses was used for constitution of haplotypes and linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping.

For the trait association analysis, the CNMS and SNP marker-based haplotype genotyping information in the genes, population genetic structure data, and seed weight-specific phenotypic information on 96 contrasting low and high/very high seed weight reference core germplasm lines were analysed (<http://www.maizegenetics.net>) according to [@CIT0054], [@CIT0055]). Specifically, the population structure and 100-seed weight-specific phenotyping data of 96 germplasm lines belonging to an association panel were obtained from a previous study ([@CIT0054]). To reveal the potential of different haplotypes constituted in the CNMS marker-associated gene to regulate seed weight, differential expression profiling in two seed developmental stages of the contrasting germplasm lines representing diverse seed weight haplotype groups was performed using gene haplotype-specific primers.

Results and discussion {#s8}
======================

Characteristics of CNMS in chickpea genome {#s9}
------------------------------------------

The alignment plot and intra-/intergenomic phylogenetic footprinting identified 419 and 247 (paralogous and orthologous) non-redundant/unique CNMS repeat motifs from 47 different regulatory elements that were located upstream of the initiation codons of 407 (1.4% of 28 269) and 197 (0.7% of 27 571) protein-coding genes from the *kabuli* and *desi* genomes, respectively. A total of 627 (94.2%) of the 666 CNMS repeat motifs were confined to 23 diverse known gene regulatory elements (e.g. RAV1AAT, ANAERO2CONSENSUS, CACTFTPPCA1, CAREOSREP1, GATABOX, MYB1LEPR, NODCON2GM, and POLLEN1LELAT52). The (CT)~n~ CNMS repeat motifs carrying CTRMCAMV35S (245, 39.1%) regulatory elements were the most abundant in the chickpea genome, followed by the (GA)~n~ and (CAA)~n~ repeat motifs containing GAGA8HVBKN3 (55, 8.8%) and RAV1AAT (53, 8.5%) regulatory elements, respectively ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The CT/GA-rich dinucleotide repeats (304, 45.6%) were thus the predominant microsatellite classes in the CNMS ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This is in accordance with previous reports on abundant pyrimidine-rich microsatellite repeat distributions in the upstream (promoter) sequences of genes in the rice and *Arabidopsis* genomes ([@CIT0022]; [@CIT0056]; [@CIT0069]). Remarkably, a higher frequency (168, 25.2%) of CNMS repeats was observed near the first 100--200bp upstream from the translation initiation codons (ATG) in both the orthologous and paralogous chickpea genes ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the frequency of CNMS repeats decreased gradually with the increase in their physical distances (bp) from the initiation codons of the genes, suggesting the existence of an inverse correlation between the two. This is in agreement with previous studies on genome-wide CNS, including CNMS identification in many monocot and dicot crop plants, such as rice and *Arabidopsis* ([@CIT0056]; [@CIT0069]; [@CIT0004]). The abundance of CNMS repeats (93%) localized upstream of the initiation codons of genes with similarities to known *cis*-regulatory elements may be due to functional constraints on the regulatory elements for imparting specialized functions in the chickpea. For example, the (CT)~n~ CNMS repeats within the TCTCTCTCT signal sequence-binding sites of known regulatory element (CTRMCAMV35S) of the *Cauliflower mosaic virus* (CaMV) 35S promoter are known to be involved in enhancing gene expression/transcriptional regulation in plants by their interactions with nuclear proteins ([@CIT0072]). The occurrence of such CT-rich CNMS motifs in the 5ʹUTRs of plant housekeeping genes, such as those encoding the ribosomal proteins L12 and L13, suggests their involvement in a universally valid mechanism of gene regulation ([@CIT0009]). Thus, the abundance of (CT)~n~ CNMS repeat motifs carrying CTRMCAMV35S regulatory elements in the chickpea genome is expected. Moreover, a higher frequency of (GA)~n~ CNMS repeat motifs containing GAGA8HVBKN3 regulatory elements in the chickpea genome may be due to the functional significance of such widely distributed elements in the transcriptional regulation of numerous developmental genes ([@CIT0005]; [@CIT0010]). The (GA)~n~ CNMS repeats within the (GA)~8~ signal sequence-binding sites of known regulatory elements (GAGA8HVBKN3) that are located upstream of the start codon of the class I *Knox* homeobox gene *Bkn3* have played major roles in the transcriptional regulation of its expression, thus affecting cell growth, differentiation, and development in diverse crop plants, including barley, rice, and *Arabidopsis* ([@CIT0012]; [@CIT0067]; [@CIT0077]; [@CIT0042]; [@CIT0066]). Several studies have also established the correlation between the patterns of origin and differentiation of homeobox genes in different plant groups with their increasing developmental complexities. These known regulatory elements containing homeobox genes, which are involved in many essential processes such as growth and development, are evolutionarily conserved, existing in organisms ranging from simple unicellular prokaryotes to highly complex multicellular eukaryotes, including animals and plants ([@CIT0007]; [@CIT0047]; [@CIT0023]; [@CIT0034]). Thus, the higher retention of such CNMS repeats carrying regulatory elements in the chickpea genome was expected. Overall, the results suggest the non-random and strongly biased distribution of CNMS repeat motifs across the non-coding regulatory regions of chickpea genes.

![(A) Distribution frequency of CNMS repeat motifs containing gene regulatory elements in the chickpea genome. (B) Proportionate distribution of different CNMS repeat motif classes on the eight chickpea chromosomes. Dinucleotide CNMS repeats (45.6%) were the abundant microsatellite classes, followed by trinucleotide CNMS (30%) in the chickpea genome. (C) Positional distribution of CNMS repeat motifs carrying regulatory elements in the non-coding sequences upstream of the translation initiation codons (ATG) of chickpea genes. (D) Proportionate distribution of different CNMS repeat motifs containing gene regulatory elements on the eight chickpea chromosomes. The detailed characteristics of these regulatory elements and CNMS are described in [Supplementary Table S2](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online. (This figure is available in colour at *JXB* online.)](exbotj_eru478_f0002){#F2}

Development of CNMS markers and their genome-wide distributions {#s10}
---------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 666 markers were developed, including 235 (35.3%) hypervariable class I and 43 (64.7%) class II non-redundant CNMS markers from the 5ʹURRs of 603 chickpea genes ([Supplementary Table S2](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online). All of the 666 designed gene-based CNMS markers were submitted to the freely accessible NCBI Probe database (accession nos PUID 28366769 to PUID 28367434). The genomic distributions of the 666 CNMS markers were based on their physical positions (bp) on the eight chickpea chromosomes and possessed an average marker density of 521.4kb ([Supplementary Fig. S1](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1); [Supplementary Table S3](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1)). The CNMS repeat motifs carrying the CTRMCAMV35S and GAGA8HVBKN3 regulatory elements occurred predominantly on chromosomes 4 (43, 17.6%) and 6 (15, 27.3), respectively ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In summary, the genomic distribution of CNMS repeat motifs carrying known regulatory elements determined on the eight chromosomes through the construction of marker-based physical maps could greatly expedite the wider use of genetical genomics for the identification and mapping of genes/QTLs (eQTLs) to control important agronomic traits in the chickpea by the rapid selection of such desired genic microsatellite markers at the chromosomal level. It would also accelerate genome-wide comparative mapping and phylogenetics, involving the chickpea and other legumes.

Functional significance of CNMS marker-associated genes {#s11}
-------------------------------------------------------

To assess the functional significance of the CNMS marker-associated genes, the known/predicted functional characteristics of 666 CNMS repeat motifs containing regulatory elements and the putative functions of the corresponding marker-associated protein-coding genes were correlated. The analysis identified 666 CNMS marker-associated genes that corresponded to genes encoding various transcription and translation factors, metabolic enzymes, growth/development factors, and signal transduction pathway proteins ([Supplementary Table S2](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online). The 666 CNMS marker-associated genes were further functionally annotated based on their GO classifications, and the enrichment/depletion of specific GO terms in the genes was analysed statistically. The significant enrichment for TF activity (591, 88.7%, *P*≤8×10^--6^) as well as vegetative and reproductive developmental processes (425, 63.8%, *P*≤8×10^--6^) was observed for these genes. Based on the cellular component GO analysis, it was observed that the most over-represented GO term in the CNMS marker-associated genes was the nucleus. The findings from the GO term analysis and the TFBS over-representation collectively suggest the involvement of the CNMS in the transcriptional regulation of growth and developmental processes in plants ([@CIT0056]; Freeling and Subramanium, 2009; [@CIT0004]). Conversely, CNMS were more abundant in the genes encoding TFs and regulatory genes, which typically clustered within the known TFBS that were present upstream of the translation initiation codons.

Plants are used to relying on regulatory machinery for the integration of signals from internal and external environmental stimuli (abiotic and biotic stress) ultimately to carry out complex decision-making and response processes. Thus, the preferential selection for the retention of more of such CNMS repeat motifs containing regulatory elements/TFBS under strict control/evolutionary pressure may be essential to control the transcription of a large number of CNMS-associated genes in the chickpea. The enrichment of CNMS marker-associated gene orthologues/paralogues for TFs further implies that the CNMS and corresponding protein-coding genes have played an intrinsic role in the conserved ancient transcriptional regulatory networks, which are shared among the seven dicot species investigated. Interestingly, six (AP2, AP1, H2A.Z, ICE1, PI, and SHOOT MERISTEMLESS) of the 666 CNMS marker-associated genes were predicted to function as master regulatory TFs for controlling the mechanisms of diverse developmental processes in monocot and dicot plants, particularly in *Arabidopsis* ([Supplementary Table S4](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online). The occurrence of multiple TFBS, specifically in the 100--200bp long stretch of sequences upstream of the translation initiation codons, may facilitate manifold binding events for multiple proteins in the DNA-binding regulatory regions, which act as templates for the effective assembly of transcriptional/regulatory protein complexes to control complex developmental-responsive gene functions in the chickpea ([@CIT0004]). Seventy-five (11.3%) of 666 CNMS-associated genes showed depletion for metabolism (at significance level *P*≤2×10^--2^) based on GO. The significant depletion of CNMS-associated gene expression involving metabolic activity reflects the limited requirements for controlling metabolism-related genes and suggests that these genes may be capable of adequately controlling the basic processes of life and survival ([@CIT0056]). As a whole, these designed CNMS markers that are derived specifically from the regulatory sequence components of genes could essentially act as functional markers for rapidly establishing marker--trait linkages and identifying genes/QTLs (eQTLs) for many traits of agricultural importance in the chickpea.

Amplification and polymorphic potential of CNMS markers {#s12}
-------------------------------------------------------

The evaluation of the amplification efficiency of 666 CNMS markers revealed clear and reproducible amplicons for 631 (94.7%) with fragments of the expected product sizes ([Supplementary Table S2](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online). The polymorphic potential of these CNMS markers was determined among a set of 25 *desi*, *kabuli*, and wild genotypes using both gel-based assay and a fluorescent dye-labelled automated fragment analyser ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 256 (40.6%) of the 631 CNMS markers showed polymorphism among the 25 genotypes. The extent of polymorphism detected by the genic CNMS markers between the *desi* and *kabuli* genotypes (38.7%) was higher compared with that obtained within *desi* and *kabuli* (35.8%). The CNMS markers overall detected 1--6 alleles (average of four alleles) per marker locus (40.6% polymorphic, PIC 0.51) with a total of 996 alleles in the 25 chickpea genotypes. The intraspecific (37.6%) polymorphism as detected by the CNMS markers among the 25 genotypes is slightly higher/comparable with previous estimates using the EST-derived genic microsatellite markers and TF gene-based markers (25--37%; [@CIT0014], [@CIT0013]; [@CIT0068]; [@CIT0029]; [@CIT0054]), but lower than the levels reported for the genomic (40--65%; [@CIT0079]; [@CIT0006]; [@CIT0027]) microsatellite markers. The higher polymorphic potential of the CNMS markers compared with the EST-/gene-based markers may be due to their exclusive derivation from the URRs of the genes, which are under less selection pressure. Moreover, this finding is possibly due to the design of such markers from abundant polymorphic classes of dinucleotide CNMS repeat motifs (45.6%) carrying regulatory elements, which are more prone to replication slippage ([@CIT0069], [@CIT0070], *[@CIT0071]*).

![Allelic variation detected among a representative set of 20 *desi* and *kabuli* genotypes using the normal unlabelled and fluorescent dye-labelled CNMS marker designed from the flanking sequences of the (GAA)~18~ repeat motif present in the signal sequence-binding site (CTGAAGAAGAA) of the TL1ATSAR regulatory element containing the bZIP (basic leucine zipper) TF gene by gel-based assay (A) and automated fragment analyser (B), respectively. A maximum of four polymorphic alleles were amplified by the genic CNMS marker among chickpea genotypes using the gel-based assay (A) and automated fragment analyser (B), respectively. The fragment sizes (bp) of all amplified polymorphic alleles are indicated. The identities of genotypes correspond to serial numbers that are provided in [Supplementary Table S1](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online. (This figure is available in colour at *JXB* online.)](exbotj_eru478_f0003){#F3}

The cloning, sequencing, and high quality sequence alignments of size variant amplicons of each of the 12 CNMS markers ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) from the selected genotypes revealed the presence of expected microsatellite repeat motifs. They also corresponded exactly with the differences in the numbers of repeat units in the signal sequences of the regulatory element-binding sites of the genes and the fragment length variations of the sequenced alleles ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Several studies have correlated such fragment length polymorphism with the expansion/contraction of CNMS repeat units and the regulation of gene expression for many agronomic traits in diverse crop plants ([@CIT0056]; [@CIT0069]). It would thus be interesting to study the functional significance of CNMS markers based on their repeat expansion/contractions in the known regulatory elements/TFBS of protein-coding genes to understand further the molecular mechanisms regulating complex quantitative traits in the chickpea.

###### 

Characteristics of 17 informative CNMS marker-associated genes showing strong seed tissue-/developmental stage-specific expression in chickpea

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  CNMS marker IDs^*a*^   NCBI Probe IDs   Chromosome physical positions (bp)   Microsatellite repeat motifs   Known regulatory elements/TFBS   Signal sequences of regulatory element- binding sites   CNMS repeat variation between low and high seed weight contrasting genotypes   Forward primer (5ʹ--3ʹ)   Reverse primer (5ʹ--3ʹ)   Annealing temperature\   Amplified fragment size (bp) range   Putative function
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          (°C)                                                          
  ---------------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ -------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Ca-CNMS98^*b*^         28367433         CaChr2-3541793                       (AG)12                         GAGA8HVBKN3                      (GA)8                                                   (AG)12 and (AG)10                                                              TACCACTTTTATACGCTGCAC     ATGAATGAACGAATGTGACTC     56                       145--149                             HAIRY MERISTEM 3 (*HAM3*) cell division/ differentiation and GRAS family transcription factor

  Ca-CNMS99^*b*^         28367434         CaChr2-3544818                       (GA)10                         GAGA8HVBKN3                      (GA)8                                                   (GA)10 and (GA)12                                                              CCTCTGAAATGGGACTGTT       AACACTTCCCCACACAAAC       55                       137--141                             ERF/AP2 transcription factor family

  Ca-CNMS100^*b*,,*c*^   28366771         CaChr2-3547678                       (GA)13                         GAGA8HVBKN3                      (GA)8                                                   (GA)12 and (GA)13/(GA)14                                                       ATGGAGGCGAATATATAGGAG     TTTTAAGAAACAACTGCGTTC     55                       158--164                             LOB domain- containing protein 40 (*LBD40*)

  Ca-CNMS242^*b*^        28366928         CaChr4-9449939                       (TTCT)3                        CTRMCAMV35S                      TCTCTCTCT                                               (CT)6/(CT)7 and (CT)8                                                          ATTTTGATTCTCCTCAGATCC     GAAATCTTTTGCTGCTTATGA     55                       141--145                             Myb-like transcription factor family protein

  Ca-CNMS310^*c*,*d*^    28367004         CaChr4- 41986507                     (AG)6                          CTRMCAMV35S                      TCTCTCTCT                                               (CT)6 and (CT)8                                                                TTTTTCTTCTCACTTCGATCA     TAGAAACGAAAGCTGAAAAGC     55                       123--127                             HTA9, a histone H2A protein

  Ca-CNMS316             28367010         CaChr4- 44655063                     (AG)10                         GAGA8HVBKN3                      (GA)8                                                   (AG)10 and (AG)12                                                              GGACACACAACAGAGAGAAAA     ACGAGGATTGTAAGGAGTACC     55                       163--167                             AL4 the Alfin-Like family of nuclear- localized PHD domain and Domain of unknown function (DUF3594)

  Ca-CNMS352             28367050         CaChr5- 27283973                     (ATGGT)3                       S1FBOXSORPS1L21                  ATGGTA                                                  (ATGGT)3 and (ATGGT)2                                                          TCCCATCAAGATGCTAAAATA     AATCAATCTTTGAGTTGTTGC     55                       149--154                             *SHY2/IAA3* regulates multiple auxin responses and AUX/IAA transcription factor family

  Ca-CNMS380^*b*^        28367081         CaChr5- 34505910                     (TC)8                          CTRMCAMV35S                      TCTCTCTCT                                               (CT)8 and (CT)7                                                                CTTCACCCCTTGGATTTT        GTTGTTGTTGATGCTGTGAC      55                       130--132                             Med15 subunit of Mediator complex and LEUNIG, a putative transcriptional co-repressor that regulates AGAMOUS expression during reproductive development

  Ca-CNMS402^*b*^        28367106         CaChr5- 42499426                     (AG)6                          CTRMCAMV35S                      TCTCTCTCT                                               (CT)6 and (CT)7                                                                ATGGTTTTGCTCACATTCTTA     AACTCACACAGAACACTGCTT     55                       149--151                             MADS box transcription factor family

  Ca-CNMS506             28367221         CaChr6- 45703332                     (GA)18                         GAGA8HVBKN3                      (GA)8                                                   (GA)18 and (GA)15                                                              GACATGGTTCGATTTGGAT       CACACTCACTCTCTTCTTCTTCT   56                       153--159                             *WRKY* transcription factor

  Ca-CNMS539             28367257         CaChr7-4624457                       (AG)8                          GAGA8HVBKN3                      (GA)8                                                   (AG)8 and (AG)6                                                                GAAGTTCTGCCACTGAGTTC      TTAGGAACAGCCTTGTCAAT      55                       153--159                             Pollen-specific transcription factor and Response regulator receiver domain-containing protein

  Ca-CNMS544^*b*^        28367263         CaChr7-6052379                       (CT)11                         CTRMCAMV35S35S                   TCTCTCTCT                                               (CT)11 and (CT)9                                                               TCTCTCATCCTCTTTCTTTCC     GATCCAAAGAATGGAATAACC     55                       147--151                             KH domain- containing protein/ zinc finger family protein

  Ca-CNMS545^*b*,*c*^    28367264         CaChr7-6054880                       (CAA)7                         RAV1AAT                          CAACA                                                   (CAA)7 and (CAA)9                                                              CAAGCTCACACTGAACTCTCT     GTTGTTGAGTTGTGGTGATTT     55                       150--156                             KANADI protein (*KAN*)

  Ca-CNMS546^*b*^        28367265         CaChr7-6057925                       (TC)7                          CTRMCAMV35S35S                   TCTCTCTCT                                               (TC)7 and (TC)9                                                                TGAGAACAAGACCAGAGTCAC     GTGTTATTGTTGGACCTCAAG     55                       140--144                             Myb-like transcription factor family protein controlling reproductive development

  Ca-CNMS547^*b*^        28367266         CaChr7-6060830                       (CT)10                         CTRMCAMV35S35S                   TCTCTCTCT                                               (CT)10 and (CT)8                                                               ATTCTCCTCATAAGCCATTCT     TTCTCGATCTATACGTCAACC     55                       150--154                             A Class II KN1-like homeodomain transcription factor

  Ca-CNMS562^*b*^        28367283         CaChr7- 12021223                     (ACACAA)4                      CANBNNAPA                        CNAACAC                                                 (ACACAA)4 and (ACACAA)6                                                        CCTCTCTTATTTTGTTTGTCAAC   TTCCTTCGAAATTGAGTAAAG     55                       153--165                             WRKY DNA- binding protein 15 (*WRKY15*)

  Ca-CNMS642             28367372         CaChr8-3997981                       (AAG)4                         CTRMCAMV35S                      TCTCTCTCT                                               (TC)9 and (TC)13                                                               CACCTTCCATCTTCTTCTTCT     TGACAAACTTAATGGGAGAGA     55                       147--155                             DREB subfamily and ERF/AP2 transcription factor family
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^*a*^ Detailed information on CNMS markers are provided in [Supplementary Table S2](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at JXB online.

^*b*^ Validated through cloned amplicon sequencing.

^*c*^ CNMS marker-associated genes validated through differential expression profiling, QTL and eQTL mapping, selective genotyping, and association analysis.

^*d*^ Ultra-CNMS marker-associated gene functioning as master regulator transcription factor.

![Multiple sequence alignments of cDNA and genomic DNA amplicons amplified from 10 low and high/very high seed weight homozygous RIL mapping individuals, parental genotypes (ICC 4958 and ICC 17163), and 12 contrasting germplasm lines using the two seed weight-regulating differentially expressed CNMS marker-associated LOB-domain proten- (A) and KANADI protein-encoding (B) genes validated the presence of microsatellite repeat motifs. The presence of variable CNMS repeat units, such as (GA)~n~ and (CAA)~n~, in the signal sequence-binding sites of the GAGA8HVBKN3 and RAV1AAT regulatory elements of these two genes, respectively, which differentiated all of the low seed weight germplasm lines, parents, and homozygous mapping individuals (amplifying 158bp and 150bp alleles) from the high/very high seed weight germplasm lines, parents, and homozygous RILs (160/162bp and 156bp alleles) was evident. HSL, homozygous lines. (This figure is available in colour at *JXB* online.)](exbotj_eru478_f0004){#F4}

Differential expression profiling of CNMS marker-associated genes {#s13}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

A set of 256 informative CNMS marker-associated genes (showing polymorphisms among the *desi* and *kabuli* genotypes) were used for differential expression profiling in six different vegetative and reproductive tissues of ICC 4958 via semi-quantitative and quantitative RT-PCR assays. Of these, 220 (85.9%) genes were expressed in all of the chickpea tissues that were analysed. A higher proportion (98.2%, 216) of CNMS marker-associated genes were differentially expressed (≥2-fold) in at least one of the tissues. For example, 117 genes were differentially up- (76 genes)-and down- (41) regulated (≥2-fold) in the seed tissue of ICC 4958 compared with its three vegetative tissues (root, leaf, and shoot). The maximum preferential expression was observed in the flower bud, followed by the root, young pod, and seed when compared with the leaf ([Supplementary Fig. S2](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online). Twelve CNMS marker-associated genes (≥5-fold) showed tissue-specific expression in the flower bud, whereas four, three, and two genes exhibited expression in the root, young pod, and seed, respectively.

To understand the regulation of CNMS marker-associated genes showing differential expression during seed development, a set of 51 genes showing preferential/specific expression (≥3-fold) in the seeds of ICC 4958 compared with the leaf were selected. These genes were further analysed at two seed developmental stages by comparing three low and high/very high seed weight chickpea genotypes, including ICCX-810800, ICC 4958, and ICC 20268, using both semi-quantitative and quantitative RT-PCR assays. Forty-seven (92.2%) of 51 genes were preferentially expressed in at least one of the seed developmental stages compared with the leaf in the three chickpea genotypes. Seventeen (36.2%) genes exhibited seed tissue- and/developmental stage-specific expression (≥4-fold) in contrast to their respective vegetative tissue (leaf) ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Recently, the genome-wide transcriptome profiling of diverse *desi*, *kabuli*, and wild chickpea genotypes representing different tissues/developmental stages has identified a larger set of differentially expressed transcripts/genes with preferential and tissue-specific expression ([@CIT0024]; [@CIT0033]; [@CIT0001]; [@CIT0001]). To narrow down the functionally relevant gene targets rapidly from such large numbers of differentially expressed genes at specific developmental stages/tissues, a marker-based integrated genetic and association mapping approach combining differential transcript profiling may be a feasible strategy. In this context, a set of preferentially expressed informative CNMS marker-associated genes, including those showing fragment length polymorphism and specific expression in different tissues/seed developmental stages of contrasting low and high/veryhigh seed weight genotypes identified in this study, would be of significance. These smaller sets of screened informative CNMS marker-associated genes could thus serve as targets for rapid genetic/association mapping for the identification of novel regulatory elements and alleles in the genes/QTLs (eQTLs) controlling seed weight and the understanding of their regulatory functions during seed development.

![Hierarchical cluster display of the expression profile for 17 CNMS marker-associated genes showing high levels of seed-specific expression at two seed developmental stages/tissues compared with vegetative leaf tissues of three contrasting low and high/very high seed weight chickpea genotypes (ICCX-810800, ICC 4958, and ICC 20268). The scale at the top represents the average log of the signal expression values (expression levels) of the genes in the various tissues and developmental stages. The tissues/seed developmental stages of the contrasting genotypes and CNMS marker-associated genes that were used for the expression profiling analysis are indicated on the right side and top of the expression map, respectively. Details of CNMS marker-associated genes are given in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Seven CNMS marker-associated genes harbouring the seed weight QTLs/eQTLs are marked with arrows. S1, seed development stage 1 (10--20 DAP); S2, seed development stage 2 (21--30 DAP). The expression values across different tissues/developmental stages of genotypes were normalized against the endogenous control *elongation factor-1 alpha* in the quantitative RT-PCR assay. The gene expression in leaf tissues of all the genotypes was considered as the reference calibrator and assigned as 1. (This figure is available in colour at *JXB* online.)](exbotj_eru478_f0005){#F5}

CNMS marker-based functional transcript map and mapping of genes/QTLs for seed weight {#s14}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 238 gene-based CNMS markers showing parental polymorphism between ICC 4958 and ICC 17163 (parents of a RIL mapping population) were selected for the construction of a genetic linkage map and seed weight-specific QTL mapping. These markers were genotyped among 190 individuals of a RIL mapping population (ICC 4958×ICC 17163) to construct the genetic linkage map (transcript map) of the chickpea. The linkage analysis of marker genotyping data enabled the genetic mapping of all 238 CNMS markers across the eight chromosomes according to their physical positions (bp) on the respective chickpea LGs/chromosomes ([Supplementary Fig. S3](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online). The transcript map consisting of the eight chromosomes covered a total map length of 766.9 cM with an average intermarker distance of 3.22 cM ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The longest LG with a map length of 140.3 cM (40 CNMS markers) was observed in chromosome 4, followed by chromosome 1 (27 markers spanning 124.3 cM). Chromosome 8 had the shortest LG, spanning 63.5 cM (19 markers). The average intermarker distance for the transcript map varied from 2.31 cM (chromosome 6) to 4.60 cM (chromosome 1) ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). This is in agreement with the range of average intermarker distances that was estimated (1.77--8.01 cM) previously for microsatellite marker-based genetic linkage maps of chickpea ([@CIT0092]; [@CIT0068]; [@CIT0027]; [@CIT0029]; [@CIT0013]; [@CIT0054]). The genic CNMS marker-based transcript map constructed in the present study would thus expedite the identification and targeted mapping of genes/QTLs (eQTLs), particularly those that are associated with yield and stress tolerance in the chickpea.

###### 

CNMS marker-associated genes mapped on the eight chromosomes of the chickpea \[Cicer arietinum (Ca)\] transcript map

  Linkage groups/chromosomes   Mapped CNMS markers   Map length covered (cM)   Average intermarker distance (cM)
  ---------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------- -----------------------------------
  CaLG(Chr)1                   27                    124.3                     4.60
  CaLG(Chr)2                   20                    78.9                      3.94
  CaLG(Chr)3                   28                    70.6                      2.52
  CaLG(Chr)4                   40                    140.3                     3.50
  CaLG(Chr)5                   29                    103.4                     3.56
  CaLG(Chr)6                   37                    85.4                      2.31
  CaLG(Chr)7                   38                    100.5                     2.64
  CaLG(Chr)8                   19                    63.5                      3.34
  Total                        238                   766.9                     3.22

Significant differences in 100-seed weight between the parental chickpea genotypes and the RIL mapping individuals (13.5--37.2g) was observed based on the ANOVA. A normal frequency distribution of seed weight among the 190 RIL mapping individuals and parental genotypes ([Supplementary Fig. S4](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online) indicated the utility of the developed mapping population for seed weight QTL mapping studies. The QTL mapping of 238 CNMS markers in the RIL mapping population allowed for the identification of two major and significant (LOD \>4.0) QTLs on chromosomes 2 \[phenotypic variation explained (PVE) *R* ^2^=27.8%\] and 7 (*R* ^2^=23.6%) in association with the 100-seed weight ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). These target seed weight QTL regions identified on chromosomes 2 (39.3--42.1 cM) and 7 (24.3--25.6 cM) included three (Ca-CNMS 98--100) and four (Ca-CNMS 544--547) gene-based CNMS markers, respectively ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). To establish correlations between the genetic map and the sequence-based physical map, the seed weight-associated target regions identified by genetic/QTL mapping were combined with those that were derived from the latest available genomic sequence information for the chickpea ([@CIT0089]). The integration of the genetic and physical maps indicated that the seed weight QTL regions identified on chromosomes 2 and 7 corresponded to physical intervals of \~5885bp and 8451bp, respectively ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the seven CNMS marker-associated genes harbouring the seed weight QTL regions showed strikingly high seed-specific expression (≥4-fold) compared with the leaf in the three low and high seed weight chickpea genotypes (ICCX-810800, ICC 4958, and ICC 20268) based on differential expression profiling ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, these seven genes were selected as candidates for dissecting the complex quantitative seed weight in the chickpea.

![Integration of the genetic and physical maps of the target genomic regions underlying seed weight QTLs and eQTLs identified on chickpea chromosomes 2 and 7. The target seed weight *cis*- and *trans*-eQTLs (LOD \>5.0) for three CNMS marker-associated genes identified on chromosomes 2 and 7 are indicated. The genetic (cM) and physical (bp) distances and identities of the CNMS marker loci integrated on the chromosomes are indicated on the left and right sides of the chromosomes, respectively. (This figure is available in colour at *JXB* online.)](exbotj_eru478_f0006){#F6}

CNMS marker-based eQTL mapping, expression profiling, and selective genotyping {#s15}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Seven CNMS marker-associated genes selected based on their seed-specific expression and localization in seed weight QTL regions were further analysed for eQTL mapping, large-scale expression profiling, and selective genotyping. A differential expression analysis of the seven seed weight-regulating CNMS marker-associated genes at the two seed developmental stages of the parental genotypes (ICC 4958 and ICC 17163) and 190 individuals, including 30 low and high seed weight homozygous RIL mapping individuals, was performed. The correlation of differential expression profiling with CNMS marker-based seed weight QTL mapping identified significant (LOD \>5.0) eQTLs for three CNMS marker-associated genes (Ca-CNMS 99, 100, and 545) on chromosomes 2 and 7 governing 100-seed weight ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The target eQTLs identified for the three genes explained a total of 26.3% of the variation in their expression levels ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). One of the high seed weight parental genotypes (ICC 4958) exhibited increased relative expression levels during seed development for eQTLs of all three of the CNMS marker-associated genes. The mapping of a single eQTL in the URRs of two CNMS marker-associated genes (Ca-CNMS 100 and 545) suggested that allelic polymorphism of microsatellite repeat units at known regulatory element regions/TFBS of such genes directly impact their expression levels. Despite the quantitative genetic inheritance patterns of the seed weight in the chickpea, it was observed that each of the two seed weight-governing genes was independently regulated by a single eQTL for chromosomes 2 and 7, with their major effect (*R* ^2^=25.7%) being trait expression variation. This correlates well with earlier eQTL mapping studies involving the dissection of complex quantitative agronomic traits in maize ([@CIT0078]) and barley (Potonika *et al*., 2006). The co-localization of CNMS marker-associated TF genes (Ca-CNMS100/LOB-domain-containing protein and Ca-CNMS545/KANADI protein) and their eQTLs (LOD \>5.0) based on congruent genetic map positions for two chromosomes (Chr 2, 42.1 cM; and Chr 7, 25.1 cM) indicated the *cis*-regulation of these CNMS-containing known regulatory elements for controlling differential gene expression involving seed weight in the chickpea. Such *cis*-regulation-mediated differential gene expression has commonly been observed in mammals and plants at higher LOD scores ([@CIT0018]; [@CIT0035]; [@CIT0075]; [@CIT0008]; [@CIT0085]). However, the genetic position (Chr 2, 41.2 cM) of the single remaining CNMS marker-associated gene \[Ca-CNMS 99/AP2/ERF (APETALLA 2/ethylene response factor) TF\] and its eQTL was not congruent. Interestingly, the eQTL of this gene was positioned with another CNMS marker-associated gene (Ca-CNMS 547/homeodomain TF) that was mapped to chromosome 7 (Chr 7, 26.5 cM), thus indicating that both of these genes are *trans-*regulated for the control of the differential expression of seed weight. The four *cis* and *trans* eQTLs regulating seed weight identified on two chromosomes by the differential expression profiling were well correlated and situated within the genomic regions harbouring seed weight QTLs (as detected in the QTL mapping studies using CNMS marker-based genotyping information) ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). These findings confirm that four seed weight-governing CNMS marker-associated genes identified at both the QTL and eQTL target regions for seed weight could serve as potential candidates for the regulation of seed weight expression in the chickpea.

To validate further the results of the eQTL mapping and the *cis*-regulation of the genes, the eQTLs that were identified for the four CNMS marker-associated genes were analysed for differential expression at two seed developmental stages of low (100-seed weight 5--13g) and high/very high (47--55g) seed weight in 12 contrasting germplasm lines along with parents (ICC 4958 and ICC 17163) and 10 homozygous RIL mapping individuals using semi-quantitative and quantitative RT-PCR assays. Two of these genes (*cis*-regulated eQTLs) (one on chromosome 2 and another on chromosome 7) were differentially expressed during seed development (as compared with the leaf). The two genes remaining showed almost equal levels of gene expression at the seed developmental stages of both the low and high/very high seed weight germplasm lines, parents, and mapping individuals. The CNMS marker-associated gene \[LOB-domain protein 40 (*LBD40*)\] on chromosome 2 was down-regulated (at least 2-fold) at the seed developmental stages of the low seed weight germplasm lines, parents, and mapping individuals (as compared with the leaf), while for the high/very high seed weight germplasm lines, parents, and mapping individuals, this gene was up-regulated during seed development (as compared with the leaf) ([Fig. 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, another CNMS marker-associated gene \[KANADI protein (*KAN*)\] on chromosome 7 was up-regulated (at least 2-fold) at the seed developmental stages of both the low and high/very high seed weight germplasm lines, parents, and mapping individuals under study ([Fig. 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Differential expression profiling of seed weight-regulating CNMS marker-associated LOB-domain protein- (A) and KANADI (B) protein-encoding genes at two seed developmental stages of 10 low and high/very high seed weight homozygous RIL mapping individuals, parental genotypes (ICC 4958 and ICC 17163), and 12 contrasting germplasm lines compared with their vegetative leaf tissues using quantitative RT-PCR assay. HL, homozygous lines; S1, seed development stage 1 (10--20 DAP); S2, seed development stage 2 (21--30 DAP). The expression values across different tissues/developmental stages of germplasm lines, parents, and mapping individuals were normalized against the endogenous control *elongation factor-1 alpha* in the quantitative RT-PCR assay. The gene expression in leaf tissues (indicated as All-Leaf) of all the germplasm lines and mapping individuals was considered as the reference calibrator and assigned as 1. Each bar represents the mean (± SE) of three independent biological replicates with two technical replicates for each sample used in the quantitative RT-PCR assay. \*Significant differences in expression of CNMS marker-associated genes at two seed developmental stages of low and high seed weight germplasm lines, parents, and mapping individuals as compared with leaf at *P*\<0.01 (LSD-ANOVA significance test). (This figure is available in colour at *JXB* online.)](exbotj_eru478_f0007){#F7}

The comparison of 17 seed tissue-/developmental stage-specific genomic and cDNA sequences, including two seed weight-regulating differentially expressed CNMS marker-associated genes (LOB-domain protein- and KANADI protein-encoding genes) ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) in the low and high/very high seed weight *desi* and *kabuli* germplasm lines and homozygous RIL mapping individuals and parental genotypes revealed the presence of the expected microsatellite repeat motif sequences. The detailed comparative sequence analysis with the existing genome sequence database of five low and high/very high seed weight genotypes (ICC 4958, ICC 4951, CDC Frontier, ICCV2, and PI489777) confirmed the occurrences of variable numbers of microsatellite repeat units in the known regulatory elements/TFBS of all 17 of the CNMS marker-associated genes that differentiated at least two of the low and high/very high seed weight contrasting germplasm lines and mapping individuals studied ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Notably, the presence was observed of variable repeat units, such as (GA)~n~ and (CAA)~n~, in the signal sequence binding sites of the regulatory elements (GAGA8HVBKN3 and RAV1AAT) of two seed weight-regulating differentially expressed CNMS marker-associated genes (LOB-domain protein- and KANADI protein-encoding genes), respectively, which differentiated all of the low seed weight germplasm lines, homozygous RIL mapping individuals, and parental genotype (ICC 17163) from the high/very high seed weight germplasm lines, parent (ICC 4958), and homozygous RILs ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These findings thus infer the significant correlation between fragment length polymorphism due to microsatellite repeat unit variability at known regulatory elements/TFBS of genes with their differential expression during seed development in the chickpea. The expansion and contraction of microsatellite repeats in the regulatory regions of genes have significance in controlling the gene expression of many traits, including amylose content in rice ([@CIT0003]), protein quality in maize ([@CIT0019]), and light and salicylic responses in *Brassica* ([@CIT0056]).

Molecular haplotyping and association analysis in seed weight-regulating CNMS marker-associated genes {#s16}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A genetic association analysis was conducted by correlating the genotyping data of two seed weight-regulating CNMS marker-associated TF genes with the seed weight-specific phenotyping information (5--55g) of 96 germplasm lines (association panel). This analysis revealed a significantly high degree of association of two of these CNMS markers derived from the LOB-domain protein- (*P*=1.2×10^--4^ with *R* ^2^=0.39) and KANADI protein- (*P*=3.1×10^--2^ with *R* ^2^=0.18) encoding TF genes with 100-seed weight in the chickpea. The estimation of marker allele effects in these two CNMS marker-associated genes depicted their overall strong effect on seed weight regulation in the germplasm lines ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). There was a \>3-fold increase in the marker allele effects of the LOB-domain protein- and KANADI protein-encoding TF gene-derived CNMS markers, amplifying 160/162bp and 156bp alleles in the high/very high seed weight germplasm lines compared with the low seed weight germplasm lines amplifying 158bp and 150bp alleles, respectively ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The differential marker allele effects of the CNMS markers in the regulatory regions of the genes thus reflect their significance for rapid trait association analyses in the chickpea. Collectively, the results of the differential expression profiling, seed weight QTL and eQTL mapping, selective genotyping, and association analysis identified one regulatory element in each of the two seed weight-governing CNMS marker-associated TF genes (LOB-domain protein- and KANADI protein-encoding genes) controlling seed weight in the chickpea. The significance of these two identified TF genes was clearly understood by correlating their differential expression profiling and the *cis*-regulation of the varied CNMS repeats in the known regulatory elements/TFBS (GAGA8BKN3 and RAV1AAT) with strong biased CNMS marker allele effects in the contrasting high/very high seed weight rather than low seed weight RILs, segregating mapping individuals and germplasm lines.

To perform the seed weight-regulating gene haplotype-specific association mapping, the genotyping information of the CNMS marker in the regulatory element/TFBS and one synonymous SNP identified in the coding sequence of the CNMS marker-associated LOB-domain protein-encoding TF gene (showing the potential for strong association with seed weight) among 96 germplasm lines (association panel) were utilized. It enabled six haplotypes in the entire 3400bp sequenced amplicon of this gene to be constituted ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The haplotype-specific LD mapping and genetic association analysis using these CNMS-SNP marker-based haplotypes in the LOB-domain protein-encoding TF gene revealed a higher association potential (*P*=1.7×10^--5^ with *R* ^2^=0.47) of the gene haplotypes with seed weight compared with that of the individual CNMS marker ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the CNMS-SNP marker-based gene--haplotype combinations efficiently provide higher LD resolution (*r* ^2^\>0.20 with *P*\<0.0001) and enhance the association potential of genes for seed weight in the chickpea. Interestingly, three specific haplotype groups, \[(GA)~12~-A/G\], \[(GA)~13~-A/G\], and \[(GA)~14~-A/G\], differentiating the low (42 germplasm lines, 100-seed weight varied from 5g to 13g), high (23, 31--41g), and very high (31, 47--55) seed weight chickpea germplasm lines were identified, respectively ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). These three gene haplotypes thus showed significantly higher association potentials for low (*P*=1.5×10^--3^ with *R* ^2^=0.43) and high (*P*=1.2×10^--4^ with *R* ^2^=0.48)/very high (*P*=1.1×10^--6^ with *R* ^2^=0.49) seed weight differentiation among the chickpea genotypes. The differential expression profiling at the two seed developmental stages of the contrasting germplasm lines representing the three varying seed weight haplotype groups of the CNMS marker-associated gene (LOB-domain protein-encoding TF) revealed their up-regulated expression (at least 2.5-fold), specifically at the seed developmental stages of 12 germplasm lines, parents, and 10 homozygous RIL mapping individuals (selected randomly from each of the low and high/very high seed weight haplotype groups) compared with that of the leaf ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). These findings confirm the association potential of (GA)~n~ CNMS repeat motifs carrying GAGA8HVBKN3 regulatory elements and the haplotypes identified in the LOB-domain protein-encoding TF gene for seed weight differentiation and their implications in deciphering transcriptional regulatory gene functions during seed development in the chickpea.

![The seed weight-specific molecular haplotyping, LD mapping, genetic association analysis, and gene haplotype-specific expression profiling of a CNMS marker-associated LOB-domain protein-encoding TF gene, validating its potential for seed weight regulation in chickpea. The genotyping of one CNMS marker in the regulatory element/TFBS and one synonymous SNP (A/G) identified in the coding sequence component of this TF gene (A) among 96 contrasting low and high seed weight germplasm lines (association panel) constituted six haplotypes (B). Three specific haplotype (B) groups \[(GA)~12~-A/G\], \[(GA)~13~-A/G\], and \[(GA)~14~-A/G\], which were represented by 42, 23, and 31 germplasm lines showed significant association potentials for low (100 seed weight varied from 5g to 13g) and high (31--41g)/very high (47--55g) seed weight differentiation (C), respectively. (D) The LD mapping with genotyping data of six haplotypes produced higher LD estimates (*r* ^2^\>0.20 and *P*\<0.0001) across the entire 3400bp sequenced region of the TF gene. The columns below the diagonal indicate the correlation frequency (*r* ^2^) among a pair of six different haplotypes constituted in a gene, whereas columns above the diagonal specify the *P*-value (*P*\<0.01) of LD estimates (*r* ^2^) for these haplotype combinations at 1000 permutations. (E) The differential up-regulated expression of the haplotypes of this gene in seed developmental stages of low and high/very high seed weight germplasm lines, parents, and homozygous RIL mapping individuals representing haplotype groups compared with the leaf was also observed. Each bar represents the mean (± SE) of three independent biological replicates with two technical replicates for each sample used in the quantitative RT-PCR assay. \*Significant differences in expression of gene haplotypes at two seed developmental stages of low and high seed weight germplasm lines, parents, and mapping individuals as compared with leaf at *P*\<0.01 (LSD-ANOVA significance test). (This figure is available in colour at *JXB* online.)](exbotj_eru478_f0008){#F8}

The (GA)~n~ CNMS repeat motif in the regulatory element region (GAGA8HVBKN3) of the LOB-domain protein-encoding TF gene (*LBD40*, plant-specific LOB TF gene family) has been implicated in a variety of transcriptional activities that occur during developmental processes in plants, such as *Arabidopsis* and rice ([@CIT0080]; [@CIT0093]; [@CIT0037]; [@CIT0062]). Likewise, the involvement of the (CAA)~n~ CNMS repeat motif in the regulatory element region (RAV1AAT) of the KANADI protein-encoding TF gene (higher plant-specific class III HD-Zip gene family) in controlling growth and development has also been reported in *Arabidopsis* ([@CIT0032]; [@CIT0040]; [@CIT0039]). Two seed weight-governing *cis*-regulated CNMS marker-associated genes (LOB-domain protein- and KANADI protein-encoding genes), identified and validated by integrating the differential expression profiling, QTL and eQTL mapping, selective genotyping, haplotyping, and association mapping, were analysed in detail using the AGRIS regulatory network database (AtRegNet; <http://arabidopsis.med.ohio-state.edu>). The direct interaction of the (CAA)~n~ CNMS repeat motifs carrying the C-terminal domain of the RAV1 TF DNA-binding protein (B3; *VP1*/ABI3 TF) that is present in the upstream sequences of KANADI protein-encoding genes was observed with one of the seed weight-regulating CNMS marker-associated LOB-domain protein-encoding TF genes, *LBD40* (as identified in the present study) along with the *MADS* (*SEPALLATA3*) TF gene. These interacting genes have been established to be key regulators of embryogenesis during seed development in *Arabidopsis* ([@CIT0095]; [@CIT0057]; [@CIT0002]; [@CIT0062]). Therefore, it would be interesting to identify the upstream (upstream factors interacting/regulating the TF genes) and downstream (TFs regulating/interacting with the downstream structural genes) targets of these two seed weight-regulating CNMS marker-associated TF genes and their interactions specifically at CNMS repeat-containing known regulatory element-binding sites for understanding the transcriptional regulation of such potential regulatory elements (alleles and haplotypes) during seed development in the chickpea.

In summary, the 666 informative functional CNMS markers possessing relatively high intraspecific polymorphic potentials that were developed from the non-coding URRs of genes have been shown to have pronounced applicability in chickpea genome analyses, including the construction of a functional transcript map and QTL/eQTL mapping and for the quantitative assessment of seed weight ([Supplementary Fig. S5](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) at *JXB* online). Significantly, most of these mapped CNMS markers controlling *cis-*/*trans*-regulatory gene expression and functions are based on differential expression profiling, strong biased marker allele/haplotype effects, and fragment length polymorphism due to varied CNMS repeats at TFBS, which could expedite the comprehensive use of integrative genetical genomics in the chickpea. Consequently, it would pin down the potential candidate gene targets (regulatory elements, alleles, and haplotypes) underlying QTLs (eQTLs) involved in transcriptional regulation of complex seed weight. The CNMS markers (allelic variants and haplotypes) in the seven genes, including the two (LOB-domain protein- and KANADI protein-encoding genes) harbouring seed weight QTLs/eQTLs identified in this study, once validated via large-scale fine-mapping/map-based gene cloning and transgenics (overexpression/knock-down), could be utilized for marker-assisted varietal improvement in chickpea. Although good candidates, the causal genes for seed weight QTLs/eQTLs may not necessarily be among the seven CNMS marker-associated genes found in the confidence intervals of QTLs/eQTLs.

Supplementary data {#s17}
==================

Supplementary data are available at *JXB* online.

[Figure S1.](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) A physical map of the chickpea constructed using 666 CNMS marker-associated genes with an average density of 521.4kb.

[Figure S2.](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) Hierarchical cluster display representing the expression profile of 220 CNMS marker-associated genes that were differentially expressed in six different vegetative and reproductive tissues of the chickpea genotype ICC 4958.

[Figure S3.](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1)A functional transcript map (genetic linkage map) of the chickpea (ICC 4958×ICC 17163) constructed using 238 parental polymorphic CNMS marker-associated genes..

[Figure S4.](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1)The frequency distribution of 100-seed weight (g) among 190 individuals of a RIL mapping population (ICC 4958×ICC 17163) revealed the significant variation of seed weight between parental genotypes and among mapping individuals, and depicted a goodness-of-fit to the normal distribution.

[Figure S5.](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1)Characteristics, functional significance, and utility of genome-wide CNMS marker-associated genes for large-scale genotyping applications, including integrative genetical genomics for understanding the complex quantitative trait of seed weight in chickpea.

[Table S1.](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1)Chickpea genotypes used in the study for evaluating the amplification and polymorphic potential of CNMS markers among 25 chickpea genotypes.

[Table S2.](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) Characteristics of 666 CNMS markers developed from the non-coding upstream regulatory sequence components of 603 protein-coding genes of chickpea.

[Table S3.](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) Genomic distribution of physically mapped CNMS marker-associated genes on eight chickpea chromosomes.

[Table S4.](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/jxb/eru478/-/DC1) CNMS marker-associated chickpea genes predicted to function as master regulatory transcription factors in plants.
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